This paper presents a micro defect data set expansion method focuses on the microcrack defect of magnetic ring. Deep neural networks require a mass of training samples to be fully optimized. However, it is difficult to obtain a mass of defective samples in industrial field. In the case of insufficient samples, using GANs (Generative Adversarial Networks) for data expansion can effectively solve the problems of model over-fitting and low detection accuracy caused by insufficient training samples. However, it is difficult for conventional GANs to generate microcrack defective samples of high quality. This paper presents Defect Enhancement Generative Adversarial Network (DEGAN). This model can generate microcrack defects with obvious defect characteristics and high diversity. The experimental results show that the defective samples generated by DEGAN are very close to the real ones. The data set amplified by this model can significantly optimize deep neural network and achieve higher defect detection accuracy.
Machine vision-based method for surface defect detection has an absolute advantage in terms of its safety, reliability, convenience, and efficiency. It is an effective means to realize the automation and intellectualization of the manufacturing processes in industry [1] , [2] . A typical machine vision-based defect-detection method consists of light source, Charge Coupled Device (CCD)camera, and image processing algorithms [3] . Many scholars have conducted significant research on image processing and defect detection algorithms.
At present, the common defect detection algorithms generally include the following categories: statistics, spectrum, structure, model and learning. Statistical algorithm counts the gray distribution in the image, and designs the algorithm based on the statistical results. It mainly includes symbiosis matrix [4] , mathematical morphology, etc. [5] .
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Secondly, spectral algorithms are used to express image defect features based on various image enhancement methods, including Fourier transformation, wavelet transform [6] and Gabor transform [7] . Structural algorithm is a defect detection algorithm based on the unique texture features in the image. For example, Liu Z et al. designed the corresponding analysis and detection algorithm based on local texture significance features [8] , extracted texture features based on local binary method, and then conducted defect detection and analysis based on extracted features. Experiments show that this method is effective in the detection of texture defects. The most important model and learning method is deep Learning Technology.
In recent years, due to the advances of artificial intelligence and deep learning, more concretely the convolutional neural network (CNN) [9] , the quality of image classification, object detection, and face recognition have been rapidly developed. Neural Network is a machine learning method based on artificial intelligence. Wu X et al. invented a defect recognition technology based on convolutional neural network [10] , which has a good detection effect on the objects with complex VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ and fuzzy texture structure whose performance is better than traditional defect detection methods. Many deep learning models can achieve high detection accuracy, including AlexNet [11] , VGG [12] , Google Net [13] , DenseNet [14] , ResNet [15] . Deep neural networks often require a mass of defective samples to support training. However, with the improvement of production technology, the production defect rate has been greatly reduced. It is difficult to obtain a mass of defective samples in practical industrial production.
Especially, in defect detection of micro defects such as microcrack of magnetic ring, quality control is usually carried out according to the shape, texture and color of magnetic ring. Traditional surface defect detection method of magnetic ring is manual eye inspection [16] , [17] , but this method has low efficiency and the detection effect is difficult to control. Digital image processing algorithms generally need to manually extract defect features from the detected objects, and then design the algorithm. But the defect feature of magnetic ring crack is small and not obvious, so it is difficult to extract the feature, and it is easy to be affected by the surface texture of magnetic ring, so it is prone to false detection. At present, deep learning technology has been widely used in the field of defect detection. On the premise of adequate training data, deep learning can achieve better detection effect. Unfortunately, the difficulty of defective samples acquisition limited the application of deep learning technology.
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) was a generation model proposed by Goodfellow et al. in 2014 [18] . At present, GANs has attracted much attention and research in the field of artificial intelligence, which satisfies the research and application needs in many fields, including image generation [19] , video generation [20] , voice and language processing [21] , [22] and other fields. It is a method to solve the shortage of training samples to enlarge the defective samples by using Generative adversarial networks. It is different from the traditional generation model. Its structure is mainly composed of discriminant model and generation model. The discriminant model usually similar to the depth neural network. The depth and parameters of the neural network can also be designed according to the actual situation. GAN can acquire the distribution characteristics of training data through unsupervised learning, and then generate data sets similar to training data. It is an unsupervised learning model, the most prominent feature of which is the use of confrontational training methods. Because of the existence of discriminators, generators can learn the approximate distribution of training data without prior experience. Therefore, the competition between generators and discriminators is a game of maxima and minima. Its value function can be learned by solving the following maxima and minima optimization:
where P d(x) denotes the distribution of training data x and P z (z) denotes the distribution of the given prior noise z. D(x) represents the probability of discriminating whether the input image of network detection is real or not, and D(G(z)) is the probability of discriminating whether the output image of network detection generator is real or not.
In recent years, generative antagonism models for different fields have been proposed successively. Radford et al. [23] summarized the structure characteristics of GAN and the important rules of CNN training process, integrated convolution operation into GAN, and proposed DCGAN model. This makes GAN training more stable and controllable in order to improve the quality of generated images. Mirza and Osindero [24] combined the supervised learning method with GAN, replacing the unsupervised learning method in GAN, and proposed the CGAN model. They introduce conditional variables into the generation model and the discriminant model to constrain the generation model. Denton et al. [25] proposed the LAPGAN model, used sequential learning to gradually improve the quality of generation and image resolution. Zhu et al. [26] proposed a CycleGAN model. The model transformed one kind of picture into another, and the sample in X space into the sample in Y space. CycleGAN not only retained the advantages of single GANs, but also introduced effective cycle reconstruction between two GANs. In addition, there were also some studies in improving GAN by utilizing different measures of data similarity, such as Wasserstein generative adversarial networks WGAN [27] and Wasserstein generative adversarial networks with gradient penalty (WGAN-GP) [28] , [29] .
B. OUR WORK
Classical GAN still has some problems in image generation, for example, the model is prone to collapse, the gradient is easy to disappear, and the details of the generated image are not clear. The generative adversarial networks of other variants, such as DCGAN and EBGAN [30] , also performs poorly in generating defective samples. In order to solve the problem of insufficient defect data, this paper proposes defect enhancement GAN(DEGAN) model, which improves the algorithm and structure of defect generation based on DCGAN.
In this paper, the innovation points are as follows: 1) This paper designs a new DEGAN model based on DCGAN and EBGAN, and adds defect enhancement algorithm in the forward channel and after the discriminator of the model. So that the model possesses faster optimization speed and it can generate clearer defect details.
2) In this paper, we design a generation model and a discriminant model aiming at the features of microcrack defects. The discriminant model can reconstruct the real defect data well through training, and retain the defect features. There are obvious reconstruction differences with the fake samples which has a large gap from the real defective data.
3) In this paper, we design a specific reconstruction error model for the features of microcrack defects, which can accurately sense microcrack defects and feed back to the generated model. It enables the generated model to generate more detailed local defect features.
II. METHOD A. BASIC PRINCIPLE
The difficulty of defect data expansion is how to generate clear defect details. Based on the structure and idea of GAN, Defect Enhancement GAN (DEGAN) is designed in this paper. The discriminator is composed of encoder and decoder. The generator adopts the structure of Deconvolutional Neural Network. The model contains defect enhancement module, and there is feedback channel between output bias and module front-end. The DEGAN model is shown in Fig. 1 .
In Fig.1 , Z is a prior noise extracted from the Gauss distribution, and generates fake images G(z) through generator G. y is the image received by the discriminator, that is, it represents G(z) or x. y is the image output by the discriminator, that is, the image after reconstruction. Discriminator D accepts the generator's image G(z) and real images x. G(z) and x are enhanced by image enhancement algorithm DE respectively to get picture y f .
In another channel of the model, the discriminator trains the real data x and obtains a more optimized discriminant model after the first stage of training. After that, the discriminator learns the characteristics of defective samples.
The image y f reconstructed by the encoder Enc and the decoder Dec also need to be enhanced, and the image y f is obtained. After that, we derive characteristic difference between y f and y f as the feature feedback for the generator. In the model, the characteristic difference is taken as part of the excitation of loss function.
The feature difference between the image reconstructed by the discriminant model with good training effect and the real image is smaller. However, the difference between the reconstructed image generated by the generator and the real image will be large. Greater feature difference will result in greater penalty, so that the defective image generated by the model is closer to the real image.
B. DISCRIMINATOR AND GENERATOR
The discriminator consists of Encoder and Decoder. Encoder consists of two convolutional layers and two pooling layers.
The first layer of convolution uses 64 filters of size 3 * 3. After the first layer of convolution, the obtained data changes from the original 256 * 256 * 1 to 128 * 128 * 64. The size of the filter in Max Pooling is 3 * 3. After Max Pooling, the size of the convolution result is 32 * 32 * 32, and other convolution pooling layers' principle are similar to the former. All activation functions of convolutional layers use Relu. The Encoder operation is completed, and the data dimension changes from 256 * 256 * 1 to 16 * 16 * 32.
The input data of decoder is the output data of Encoder. Three combinations of Upsampling and Convolution are used in decoder. The first layer of upper sampling changes 16 * 16 * 32 data into 32 * 32 * 32 data, and the convolution layer does not change the output size of the upper sampling layer. Through Decoder, the decoded data from Encoder is restored to a 256 * 256 image.
The generator structure is shown in Fig. 3 . The generator is mainly composed of deconvolutional layers, which are represented by DECONV in Fig. 3 . There is no full connectional layer and pooling layer in the generative network. When the noise vector enters the generative network, it is mapped to a 16 * 16 feature map with 512 channels. After each deconvolutional layer, the number of channels is halved and the size of the image is doubled, resulting in 256 * 256 new samples.
C. MICROCRACK DEFECT ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHM
The defect enhancement algorithm designed in this paper is as follows. For images of size M * N, Fourier Transformation is used to transfer the image f (x, y) to frequency domain, and get F(u, v), then a band-pass filter H (u, v) is designed to process the image in the frequency domain, and then transferred to spatial domain to get the image f (x, y). The processing algorithm is as follows:
Image enhancement in the model is treated similarly. In formula (2), F(u, v) is the frequency domain graph, f (x, y) is the spatial domain graph, in formula (3), D(u, v) is the distance from the point (u, v) to the filter center, and D 1 , D 2 is the specified non-negative number.
D. RECONSTRUCTION ERROR AND OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The reconstruction error characteristics of DEGAN network are designed as follows. The row pixels and column pixels of the magnetic ring pictures with size M * N are summed respectively, and get A y and A x . As shown in formulas (5) and (6):
And then calculate the gradient characteristics of A y and A x in formulas (7) and (8),
where GRAD y and GRAD x are the gradient vectors of image rows and columns respectively, and d is the step size.
To reduce the impact of singular values and improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of gradient feature, it is necessary to select the number of n maximal gradient values in GRAD y and GRAD x as the valid values. We define n as a valid number. That is, GRAD x+y = {GRAD y , GRAD x } and GRAD n = max(GRAD x+y ) n .
The reconstruction error in DEGAN are defined as follows: For the images y f and y f
||y f − y f || is taken as part of the excitation of loss function. We set
The parameters in generator denoted by θ g .Therefore, the loss function of the generator and its optimizing process are shown as follows:
The goal of the generator is to reduce the feature difference and the loss function, so that the output picture is close to the real picture.
In the model, the Autoencoder in the discriminator is trained to distinguish the real defective image from the fake image. Ideally, the reconstruction error ||y f −y f || between the output image and the original image is small if the original image is a real image. The reconstruction error is large if the original image is a fake image.
We set
The parameters in discriminator denoted by θ d .Therefore, the loss function of the discriminator and its optimizing process are shown as follows:
But there is a problem with L D (x, z, θ d , θ g ). In order to make loss smaller, the system only needs to make R(G(z)) large, instead of reducing R(x). Therefore, the latter part of the discriminator is corrected by adding a limit m, as shown in formula (16) .
When the value of R (G(z) ) is greater than m, it is meaningless for the discriminator to increase R (G(z) ). m is a hyperparameter, which can be adjusted appropriately according to the experimental results. In this case, the discriminator will take both R(x) and R(G(z)) into account.
The diversity of images generated by GAN is insufficient, because it will always generate a certain model when the data generated by the generator can deceive the discriminant model. Therefore, the generated samples are paired to find the regularization distance and to measure the diversity of the generated samples. The discriminator structure is shown in Fig. 4 . We set S = {. . . x i . . . x j . . .} as the image batch from the generator. In formula (17) , f (S) is the degree of similarity, and we name it regularization exclusion. The smaller the degree of similarity means the greater the difference between samples.
λ is a hyper-parameter. e i , e j is the output vector from the Enc. Regularization exclusion is part of the loss function of generator. f (S) guarantees the difference of generated samples. If one sample has the similar energy with others, generators may abandon it and seek new samples with different energy to generate. The greater the orthogonality between the two samples, the more need to retain such generated samples. The loss function of generator at this time is shown in formula (18):
The training details shown in Algorithm 1. We use Tensor-Flow to build the network and the program is run on GeForce GTX 1080Ti.
III. EXPERIMENTS
The data acquisition platform is shown in Fig. 5 , where the camera is MER-125-30UM/UC. The lens model is M1620-MPW2. The light source model is RBH-LI5217. In the experiment, the intensity of light source and the size of lens aperture are adjusted according to the imaging conditions to achieve the best imaging effect. In order to facilitate the experiment, we cut the original image into 256 * 256 experimental data, and used random clipping and rotation clipping to obtain the best experimental images. The results of image enhancement algorithms for microcrack images and defect-free images are shown in Fig. 6 .
A. MICROCRACK DEFECT GENERATIVE EXPERIMENT OF DEGAN AND DCGAN
In the training stage of DEGAN model, 500 real pictures are taken as training experimental data. The loss is shown in Fig. 7 when the generator discriminator converges in the model. When Epoch = 120 or so, the model has basically converged. The convergence heavily relies on the hyper-parameter m.
In this paper, the setting of image enhancement module plays a crucial role in DEGAN. The same experiment was carried out by removing the image enhancement module in DEGAN network. The loss is shown in Fig. 8 when the generator discriminator converges in the model. At this time, the convergence rate of the model becomes slower and the gradient disappearance is easy to occur.
After the training of DEGAN model, generator and discriminator tend to be stable, and it basically reaches Nash equilibrium. At this time, the generator can generate fake images with high simulation degree microcrack, and the discriminator has the best ability to distinguish the authenticity of the images. The image reconstructed results by the discriminator is shown in Fig.9, Fig.10 .
After the training, the fake images of the generator are shown in Fig. 11 , and DCGAN model is added for comparison experiment. In order to intuitively observe the diversity and richness of generated data, this paper puts the generated results from DCGAN under the generated results from DEGAN.
Obviously, the images generated by DCGAN cannot learn the microcrack defect characteristics of magnetic rings well, and the diversity of samples is poor.
The reasons for the poor performance of DCGAN are as follows: 1. The experimental data in this paper is a microcrack defect. This defect is not obvious, and the difference from the surrounding image is small and hardly to observe. 2. Microcrack defects before the forehand-treatment, the human eye can hardly observe the defects. Therefore, the magnetic ring was damped and atomized in the experiment.
After wetting, the microcrack defects will be noticeable. But at the same time, the surface of the magnetic ring will form fine water droplets. The noise in the image is increased, which causes some interference when performing sample amplification. The microcrack after the wetting treatment is shown by magnification in Fig. 12 . The red arrows represent defects and green circles represent water droplets and noise.
We select 100 images generated by DEGAN and 100 real images, and use PCA to reduce dimension in Fig.13 . We use different color of points to denote different kinds of image. In two-dimensional space, we use a red circle with a center to denote the whole coordinate of real image, and blue circle with a center denote the whole coordinate of fake image. The distance between the two centers is d = 5.92. And the generated data has a high coincidence with the real data.
We also select 100 images generated by DCGAN and 100 real images, and use PCA to reduce dimension in Fig. 14 . At this time, the distance between the two centers is d = 39.62. And the coincidence between generated data and real data is significantly reduced.
B. DCGAN's PERFORMANCE IN DIFFERENT CONDITION
It can be seen from the Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 This paper adds DCGAN comparison experiments under different experimental conditions. We select 100 images generated by DCGAN and 100 real images, and use PCA to reduce dimension in each case.
When the number of training samples is 300, We calculate the average distance between fake image and real image in each case. The average distance of image generated from DCGAN in different conditions is shown in Fig. 15 . It can be seen from Fig. 15 that the defect features in the generated image can be better as the number of network iterations increases. This paper selects the generated images when the number of training samples is 300 and the number of iterations is 1250 to show in Fig. 16 . It can be seen that the diversity of generated images is poor, because of lack avoidance mechanism in the network. When the generator generates one image that can fool the discriminator, it will always generate the image.
As the number of training samples expands, the diversity of generated images is also improved to some extent. This paper selects the generated samples with training samples are 600 and the iteration number is 1250 to show in Fig. 16 .
In the above DCGAN experiments, it can be seen that the defect details in the images generated by DCGAN are poor. The reason is that there is noise interference in the image, and the microcrack feature is very close to the surrounding image, which has a greater impact on the generation effect of DCGAN.
C. SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES OF DEGAN AND BOUNDARY EQUILIBRIUM GAN
The DCGAN discriminator composed of a deep neural network and performs a binary classification task.
The discriminator of DEGAN in this paper uses the structure of autoencoder, which is similar to another classic generation confrontation model Boundary Equilibrium GAN (BEGAN). Both can use the discriminator in the form of an autoencoder to output reconstruction errors. At the same time, for the real image, the reconstruction error of the two outputs is small, and for the fake image, the reconstruction error of the two outputs is large.
Differences: 1. There is a difference in the loss function of the two model's discriminators. The hyper parameter k t is introduced in BEGAN to balance generator and discriminator. 2. BEGAN introduces hyper parameters γ to balance the quality and diversity of images while setting boundaries for the optimization process. 3. There are differences in the structure of the discriminators in the two networks. 4. There is no defect enhancement structure in BEGAN.
The loss function of generator in BEGAN is as follows:
The loss function of discriminator in BEGAN is as follows:
k t is a self-updating parameter, the iterative process is as follows:
The goal of network training is to make L D and L G smaller, so that both R(x) and R(G(z)) are need to reduced. Therefore, in formula (21) , at that time, when
k t will automatically decrease. In this case, the generator was forced to generate image which reconstruction error is small. The results generated are greatly affected by γ , and the generated results of BEGAN under different γ are shown in Fig. 17 . This paper picks out generated image from BEGAN when γ = 0.7 and γ = 0.5 to show in Fig.18 . It can be found through experiments, when γ is small, the generated defect image will be more conservative.
Compared with the image generated by DEGAN, the defect feature will be weakened, and the generated image will be close to the real data set. When γ is much larger, it will produce more obvious defect features, but the image appears to have some singularities, such as the generation of intermittent defects or winding defects. Therefore, compared with BEGAN, DEGAN is more stable and could generate more realistic defects in microcrack generation.
D. DEFECT DETECTION EXPERIMENTS
In order to prove that DEGAN can generate samples that meet the training requirements, Lenet-5, AlexNet and SVM algorithms are selected for defect detection experiments.
The experimental process is divided into two steps. The first step is to collect 500 real microcrack magnetic rings and 500 defect-free magnetic rings and input them into Lenet-5, AlexNet and SVM models as training sets. After the training, 200 real microcrack magnetic rings and 200 defect-free magnetic rings are collected for defect detection experiments. In the second step, 500 microcrack magnetic rings and 500 defect-free magnetic rings are generated by DEGAN. The generated data are mixed with the real data according to uniform distribution, and then input into Lenet-5 and AlexNet as training sets. After the training, defect detection experiments are carried out using the same test set as the first step. The results of the above experiments are shown in TABLE 1:
There are three ways to measure the accuracy of detection: the detection success, detection, and false alarm rates [31] . The detection success rate (DSR) is defined as follows:
DSR =

Number of Samples Correctly Detected Total Number of Samples
where samples include defective and defect-free samples. The detection rate (DR) and false alarm rate (FAR) are defined as Table 2 presents the definitions of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN), and false negative (FN) in defect detection.
The correct detection of defective samples (i.e., sensitivity) and the correct detection of defect-free samples (i.e., specificity) are defined as follows:
Alternatively, the detection success rate can be defined as follows:
We use TensorFlow to build the network and the program is run on GeForce GTX 1080Ti. The detection accuracy of the above experiment is shown in Fig. 19 .
In Fig.19 , the detection accuracy of DNN Lenet-5 and Alexnet are lower than the classification accuracy of SVM when the training set is 1000. Lenet-5 and Alexnet networks are significantly optimized, and the detection accuracy is higher than that of SVM after the training set is expanded to 2000 by DEGAN model. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new framework of GAN, namely DEGAN, to solve the problem of insufficient samples of crack defects in magnetic rings. Then the magnetic ring crack defect was successfully generated by using this model. Compared with DCGAN model, the defective samples generated by DEGAN have higher diversity, clearer details, which are closer to the real defective samples. At the same time, it overcomes the problem of indistinctness of image generated by classical GAN. In addition, the defect detection experiment in this paper shows that the defective samples generated by DEGAN model can well expand the training set. Furthermore, the expanded training set can better optimize the deep neural network and achieve higher defect detection accuracy. Considering that the discriminator in DEGAN has high discrimination effect on real and false pictures, it is a further study to integrate defect detection into the Generative Adversarial Networks. 
